A nite-state machine is called a Thompson machine if it can be constructed from a regular expression using Thompson's construction. We call the underlying digraph of a Thompson machine a Thompson digraph. We characterize Thompson digraphs and, as one application of the characterization, we give an algorithm that generates an equivalent regular expression from a Thompson machine in time linear in the number of states. Although the construction is simple, it is novel in that the usual constructions of equivalent regular expressions from nite-state machines produce regular expressions that have size exponential in the size of the given machine, in the worst case. The construction provides a rst step in the construction of small expressions from nitestate machines.
Introduction
In 1968, Thompson 8] introduced his inductive construction of a nite-state machine from a regular expression. Thompson's construction is elegant and e cient. Although Kleene 5] gave an inductive construction when proving that nite-state-machine languages are regular, his method is not e cient and does not yield a simple implementation. Thompson was motivated by the implementation of the rst version of grep to provide a simple and e cient construction. The resulting nite-state machine has size linear in the size of the original expression and each state has no more than two ingoing transitions and two outgoing transitions. It is somewhat surprising that until recently there has been little follow-up work on Thompson's construction and the resulting machines. A resurge of interest in the implementation of machines has resulted in some new discoveries about the Thompson construction 2, 4].
We characterize the underlying digraphs of the machines resulting from the Thompson construction on empty-free regular expressions that do not include the empty-set symbol, Thompson digraphs and Thompson machines, respectively. The characterization is di erent from the one of Caron and Ziadi 3] for Glushkov digraphs although it is necessarily related to it indirectly. We could characterize Thompson digraphs directly in terms of their inductive construction|see Fig. 1|but such a characterization yields little new insight into their structure. We take a di erent approach.
First, we characterize Thompson digraphs that are obtained from star-free regular expressions. These digraphs are, acyclic; therefore, we call them Thompson The characterization provides us with a means of generating small regular expressions from some nite-state machines. We rst determine whether a given nite-state machine is Thompson and, if it is, we construct a small regular expression E from the machine such that when we apply the Thompson construction to E we obtain a nite-state machine that is identical to M apart from a renaming of states. The work of Caron and Ziadi 3] gives a second class of machines for which the construction of equivalent regular expressions can be solved e ciently. We expect similar results to hold for Mirkin's construction 6] and the SSS construction 7].
Notation and terminology
We recall the basics of digraphs, nite-state machines and regular expressions and introduce the notation that we use.
A directed graph or digraph G = (V; E) consists of a nite set V of vertices and a set E of directed edges of the form (u; v), where u and v are vertices. A path is a sequence (v 0 ; v 1 ); (v 1 ; v 2 ); : : : ; (v k?1 ; v k ) of edges; it is a cycle if v 0 = v k and k 1. A path is a simple path if it contains no cycles. A digraph that has no cycles is called a directed acyclic graph or dag. The size of a digraph is the sum of the number of vertices and number of edges.
We are particularly interested in digraphs that have a single designated source vertex s that has no edges entering it, a single designated sink vertex S that has no edges exiting it, and each of its vertices occurs on some simple path from the source to the sink. Such digraphs are called hammocks 1 and we denote them by a tuple (V; E; s; S).
A nite-state machine 2 consists of a nite set Q of states, an input alphabet , a start state s 2 Q, a nal state f 2 Q and a transition relation Q Q, where denotes the null string and = f g. Clearly, we can depict the transition relation of such a 1 In the literature hammocks are often called st-digraphs. 2 Normally, a nite-state machine is allowed to have more than one nal state and, sometimes, more than one start state. The formulation we have chosen is appropriate for the study of Thompson machines. machine as an edge-labeled digraph (the labels are symbols from ); it is usually called the state or transition digraph of the machine. If we drop the edge labels of a state digraph and ignore multiple edges, we obtain a digraph, the underlying digraph of the machine. The size of a machine is the number of its transitions.
Let be an alphabet. Then, we de ne a regular expression E over inductively as follows: E = ;, where ; is the empty-set symbol; E = , where is the null-string symbol; E = a, where a is in ; E = (F + G), where F and G are regular expressions; E = (F G), where F and G are regular expressions; E = (F ), where F is a regular expression. We de ne the language of E inductively, in the usual way 1, 9].
We say that a regular expression E is empty free if E does not contain any appearance of the empty-set symbol. We say that a regular expression is star free if it has no Kleenestar subexpression. The size jEj of a regular expression E is the total number of appearances in E of symbols from f ; ;g.
Thompson digraphs
Thompson developed a construction 8] to compile regular expressions into a form that is suitable for pattern matching in text les. The construction is de ned inductively (see Fig. 1 ) and it gives a nite-state machine that has a number of pleasing properties when we restrict the given regular expression to be empty free:
1. There is one start state that is only exiting; that is, there are no transitions that enter it.
2. There is one nal state that is only entering; that is, there are no transitions that leave it. 3. Every state is on a simple path from the start state to the nal state. 4. Each state has at most two ingoing transitions and at most two outgoing transitions. 5. The size of the machine is at most three times the size of the given regular expression. In Fig. 2 , we give the result of the Thompson construction on the regular expression (((a + b) ) ((b + ) a)).
We de ne a Thompson machine to be a nite-state machine that is obtained by the Thompson construction on an empty-free regular expression and we de ne a Thompson We can obtain a Thompson digraph directly from a regular expression by modifying Thompson's construction appropriately: see Fig. 4 . We use the same visual cues to indicate the source and sink vertices as we do to indicate the start and nal states of nite-state machines. 
The characterization theorem
Not only is a Thompson digraph a hammock, but also the vertices of a Thompson digraph have indegree and outdegree at most two. We call hammocks that satisfy this additional restriction two hammocks.
We characterize the two hammocks that are Thompson and f. E = (F ).
We develop a characterization of Thompson digraphs by rst considering the Thompson digraphs that are obtained from star-free expressions. In this case, we obtain Thompson dags. Since Thompson digraphs are two hammocks, we refer to a vertex with indegree i and outdegree j as an (i,j) vertex. There are no (2; 2) vertices in Thompson dags. Indeed, (2; 2) vertices are produced only by the Kleene star of a plus subexpression that has the form ((F + G) ). For convenience we assume that the source and the sink vertices have a dummy in-edge and a dummy out-edge, respectively. Then, we have the following necessary condition for two-hammock H to be a Thompson dag.
Property 1: A Thompson dag has only (1; 2), (1; 1), and (2; 1) vertices, it has an even number of (1; 1) vertices and it has as many (1; 2) vertices as it has (2; 1) vertices. Clearly, we can check whether an acyclic two hammock satis es Property 1 in time linear in the size of the hammock. We simply examine each edge in the hammock, counting the numbers of (1; 2) and (2; 1) vertices and checking whether any vertex is a (2; 2) vertex.
As a result of Property 1, let the number of (1; 2) vertices (or, equivalently, the number of 1; 2) vertex is a (2; 1) vertex and this property is easy to check. Second, every maximallength ./-substring of a candidate Thompson string has even length. Since such a substring corresponds to a maximal path of (1; 1) vertices, we can enumerate such paths and do so e ciently. Each such path must begin with the source vertex or with a target vertex of a (1; 2) or a (2; 1) vertex. Essentially, we partition a depth-rst traversal of the two hammock into several disjoint traversals. Both checks take time linear in the size of the hammock. All that remains is to check the b-Dyck condition of Property 2 which we do in conjunction with the check for Property 3 later in this section.
Lemma 1 Let H be a Thompson dag. Then, H satis es Properties 1 and 2. Proof: Let E be a star-free and empty-free regular expression such that H is the Thompson digraph obtained from E. We prove the result by induction on the size of E. If jEj = 1, then E = a or E = and, in both cases, there is only one source{sink path in H and it consists of an edge from the source vertex to the sink vertex. The corresponding Thompson string ./ ./ has even length. Now, assume that the result holds for all star-free and empty-free expressions E of size at most n, for some n 1, and consider a star-free and empty-free expression E of size n + 1. Then, either E = (F G) or E = (F + G), where jFj < n and jGj < n. We examine the two cases separately. Notice that, by the Thompson construction, the dot operation for two subexpression F Notice that Properties 1 and 2 are not su cient for an acyclic two hammock be a Thompson dag; for example, consider the dag of Fig. 5 . Although all source{sink paths in this dag spell out Thompson strings, the dag cannot be obtained by applying the Thompson construction to any star-free regular expression. The reason is that we also need to verify that Proof: We already proved, by Lemmas 1 and 2 that, if H is a Thompson dag, then it satis es Properties 1, 2 and 3. We now prove the converse. Let H be an acyclic two hammock that satis es Properties 1, 2 and 3. To demonstrate that H is a Thompson dag, we must construct a regular expression E such that H is isomorphic to H T E . We label each edge in H (to give H 0 ) either with the null-string symbol or with a unique positive integer in the following manner. Let e be the number of edges in H. We will use the integers up to at most e as possible edge labels. If (p; q) is an edge that enters or leaves a (1; 2)-vertex or a (2; 1)-vertex, then we label it with the null-string symbol. (We do not label the dummy edges into the source vertex or from the sink vertex.) In addition, for each maximal ./-path of ./-vertices, we label its edges with either the null symbol or with unique integers such that the null symbols and the integers alternate, starting with an integer label. Note that by Property 2, there must be a nonzero, even number of ./-vertices in such a path; hence, there is an odd number of edges. More precisely, given a maximal ./-path p 1 ; p 2 ; p 3 ; : : : ; p 2l?1 ; p 2l , where l 1, we label its edges as follows: Assume that we have already used integer labels up to and including some integer k 0. We then label the edges in the path as (p 1 ; k + 1; p 2 ), (p 2 ; ; p 3 ), (p 3 ; k + 2; p 4 ), : : :, (p 2l?1 ; k + l; p 2l ) and replace k by k + l.
The expression E 0 is over the alphabet f1; : : : ; kg and the number nn(H 0 ) of nonnulllabeled edges in H 0 is exactly k. We prove by induction on the value of nn(H 0 ) that there is a regular expression E such that H T E = H 0 .
Basis: nn(H 0 ) = 1. In this case, H 0 has one edge (s; 1; S). Clearly, E = 1 and H T E = H.
Induction hypothesis: Assume the result holds for all H 0 such that nn(H 0 ) l, for some l 1.
Induction step:
Consider an H 0 such that nn(H 0 ) = l + 1. Since l 1, H 0 must contain at least one plus unit or one dot unit. Consider both alternatives.
1. H 0 contains a plus unit. Replace the plus unit as shown in Fig. 6 (a) to give a new labeled dag H 00 such that nn(H 00 ) = l and the new label (F + G) is treated as a compound symbol. 2. H 0 contains a dot unit. Replace the dot unit as shown in Fig. 6(b) to give a new labeled dag H 00 such that nn(H 00 ) = l and the new label (F G) is treated as a compound symbol. By the induction hypothesis, there is a regular expression E such that H T E = H 00 , where the new compound symbol is not expanded in the Thompson construction. We now expand the compound symbol (F + G) or (F G) using Fig. 6(b) or (c), respectively, which expands H 00 to give H 0 and we obtain H T E = H 0 .
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We now characterize the two hammocks that are Thompson digraphs. Let H be a two hammock. We perform a depth-rst traversal of H starting from the source vertex. It determines a set of back edges B = f(y 1 ; x 1 ); : : : ; (y k ; x k )g, where k 0. Notice that when (y i ; x i ) is a back edge, the vertex x i has indegree two. For, if x i has indegree one, then there is no simple source{sink path that contains x i . Similarly, y i has outdegree two. For, if y i has outdegree one, then there is no simple source{sink path that contains y i . We now state another necessary property for a two hammock to be a Thompson digraph.
Property 4: For each back edge (y; x) in a Thompson digraph H, there are two vertices w and z such that w, x, y and z are distinct and edges (w; x), (y; z) and (w; z) are in H. Based on Property 4, we de ne a graph transformation that removes each back edge (y; x) and expands each edge (w; z) into three edges. Thus, if a two hammock has only Thompson-like cycles, the graph transformation will transform them to give a dag. We de ne the star-reduction dag H as follows: for each back edge (y i ; x i ), remove the edge Given a digraph H, we can verify whether it is a two hammock in time linear in the size of H. Moreover we can check whether it is a Thompson digraph in time linear in the size of H in two steps as follows: First, using a depth-rst traversal of H from the source vertex, we detect all back edges and then check whether Property 4 holds. Second, if Property 4 holds, then we apply star reduction to H to give a dag H 0 and then check by depth-rst traversal whether H 0 is a Thompson dag. We give a more formal description of the nontrivial portion of a Thompson-dag recognition algorithm in Fig. 8 .
Regular expressions from Thompson machines
Once we have con rmed that a given edge-labeled digraph is an edge-labeled Thompson digraph, we can construct a regular expression from it whose size is linear in the size of the given machine and we can do so in linear time. Proof: The idea behind the proof of this result is that we, rst, parse the underlying edge-labeled Thompson digraph using a depth-rst traversal to obtain an expression tree and, second, perform a depth-rst traversal of the expression tree to produce a correctly parenthesized regular expression. Clearly, the second step is straightforward and can be implemented to run in time linear in the size of the expression tree. We claim that the size of the expression tree is of the same order as the size of the Thompson digraph. We specify, in Fig. 9 , a parsing algorithm exptree for Thompson digraphs that takes time linear in the size of a digraph. The algorithm assumes that for each starting vertex of a unit, including a base unit, the map gives the corresponding ending vertex.
It is easy to verify that each edge of H is traversed exactly once and therefore the algorithm exptree takes time linear in the size of H. Moreover its correctness follows because H satis es Properties 1, 2 and 3.
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The algorithm exptree is an inverse of the Thompson construction. For, if we take a regular expression E, construct the Thompson machine M T E and then apply exptree we obtain a regular expression E that is equivalent to E. Note that, although E is equivalent to E it may be di erently parenthesized and the order of subexpressions of plus units may be di erent.
Concluding remarks
We have established a characterization of Thompson digraphs that enables us to unambiguously parse such digraphs and reconstruct regular expressions from them that have the same sizes as their digraphs. The interesting fact is that we ignore the transition labels completely in the characterization. Can similar characterizations be established for other inductively constructed nite-state machines? We conjecture that such results hold for Mirkin's construction 6] and the SSS construction 7]. In any case, we conjecture that the nite-state machines given by these constructions can be unambiguously parsed. One interesting problem is whether we can unambiguously parse the machines given by other constructions in the literature including Kleene's original construction.
A tantalizing open problem is to characterize the largest class of nite-state machines that have small expressions easily computable from the machines. A less ambitious goal is to identify nontrivial classes of nite-state machines that yield small expressions. tree exptree(vertex u; digraph H) The beta map is extended to handle the base units as well as the plus, dot and star units.
if beta(u) is a sink vertex if u is a (1,1) vertex return a node labeled A; elseif u is a (1,2) vertex /* (u,lambda,v), (u,lambda,w) in E */ if beta(u) = v /* u and v bracket a star unit */ /* (p,lambda,v) is in E, p != u */ make p a sink vertex return a subtree that has a root labeled * and whose only subtree is exptree(w,H) elseif beta(u) = w /* u and w bracket a star unit */ /* (p,lambda,w) is in E, p != u */ make p a sink vertex return a subtree that has a root labeled * and whose only subtree is exptree(v,H) else /* u begins a plus unit */ /* (p,lambda,beta(u)), (q,lambda,beta(u)) are in E */ make p and q sink vertices return a subtree that has a root labeled +, the root's left subtree is exptree(v,H) and the root's right subtree is exptree(w,H) else /* beta(u) is not a sink vertex */ make beta(u) a sink vertex return a subtree that has a root labeled , the root's left subtree is exptree(u,H) and the root's right subtree is exptree(w,H), where (beta(u),lambda,w) is in H. 
